I. INTRODUCTION A frequency selective surface can be built as a two-dimensional periodic array of metallic patch elements acting as a filter and exhibiting a spectral selectivity that depends on the polarization of the incident wave, the geometry of the planar circuit and the spacing between the elements within the FSS structure, the substrate thickness and permittivity ( Fig. 1 ) [1] . Recent researches show that frequency selective surfaces (FSS) can be used to improve the response of antennas, spatial filters and absorbers. Additionally, the FSS can provide broadband characteristics to these structures, which is desirable in some applications [2] - [5] .
In [2] , Kazemzadeh which yields an ultrawideband width of 140% (2.9 GHz -18.38 GHz). With the FSS, the gain variation is 2 dB over the impedance bandwidth. As in [2] , the authors in [3] used multilayer FSS to obtain the desired response.
In [4] , the authors proposed a wideband FSS combining different elements. This design proposal exploits the possibilities to achieve UWB response using an array composed by the association of two patch elements per cell. A unified approach to design a UWB antenna reflector was presented. The use of multilayer FSS reflector increases the gain over the entire frequency band. The proposed FSS when coupled with a UWB antenna has a predicted impedance bandwidth of 133%. As in [2] , none experimental results were presented.
Pasian et al. in [5] use a FSS to increase the efficiency and bandwidth in UWB antenna arrays. To extend the frequency range of usability, an FSS was sandwiched between the antenna and the ground plane, providing an additional reflecting plane for a higher frequency band. The proposed backing structure composed by the FSS and the ground plane was designed to be used in conjunction with an UWB array of connected dipole antennas.
To enhance these applications, we found in literature, novel proposed FSS geometries with wide stop band characteristics [6] - [8] . In [6] the proposed design is compact and shows angular and polarization independency. The FSS proposed provides a wide stop band of 4.2 GHz at -10 dB reference level of insertion loss with its simple and easy to fabricate geometry. A single layer FSS was used in this design. Li et al. in [7] proposed a two layer FSS with complex geometries to obtain a wideband response. The bandwidth obtained was 4.22 GHz -6.98GHz (51 %). In [8] the authors present a new proposal for design of wideband FSS. The structure consists of an array composed by the association of two patch elements per cell: a square loop and a crossed dipole. The geometry was called crossed loop and it increases the bandwidth of the square loop and the crossed dipole, when analyzed separately. The structure obtained a bandwidth of 8.08 GHz, in the best case (59 %).
In [9] a single-layer, low-profile FSS with cross-dipole and ring elements has been presented. This FSS-based reflector demonstrates a very wide stop band from 6.5 GHz to 14 GHz, with linearly decreasing reflection phase. So, this FSS is suitable for as an FSS-based reflector for printed antennas in low-profile wireless devices.
In this paper, we propose a combination of multi-narrow-band FSS geometries, presented in [10] , to form a multilayered FSS for a very wide stop band response. The multi-narrow-band FSS are composed of rectangular patches and rectangular patches with notches. The resulting structure is a three multilayer FSS. This structure uses geometries much simpler than other solutions found in literature, being easy to manufacture. The band obtained was 11.10 GHz (2.85 GHz -13.95 GHz), bigger than other proposals in literature listed in this paper. Numerical and experimental results are compared and a very good agreement was obtained.
II. FSS STRUCTURES AND SIMULATIONS
In [10] , the authors show that when notches are applied in rectangular patch, the FSS frequency response can be drastically affected. The frequency of resonance can be reduced and new resonances can be obtained. Furthermore, the bandwidth between resonances can be modified. Then, these characteristics can be used to design FSS with multiband response. The FSS with rectangular patch and rectangular patch with notches were designed and printed on a FR4 substrate, that is a low cost fiberglass, with dielectric constant  r = 4.4, thickness h = 1.6 mm, and loss tangent  = 0.02. Fig. 2 shows the geometries proposed for the patch elements with periodicities P x and P y , that are 16 mm and 20 mm, respectively. Next, a rectangular notch with dimensions of 2 mm × 3 mm was applied to the patch in different positions, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) and (c). The notches were inserted at 2 mm from the top of the patch element. A normal incidence was considered in the analysis. The idea is to cascade the three FSS with the geometries shown in Figure 2 , to obtain an UWB response, as we can see in Fig. 3 . The gaps between the three layers were equal to 10 mm. We chose these gaps because when the distance between two layers is larger than half wavelength the frequency response of individual structures overlap, causing the desired effect of the UWB response. A numerical analysis of transmission properties of the designed FSS was performed through simulations using Ansoft Designer TM commercial software. In the analysis, a vertical polarization was considered for the electric field and a band of simulation was 2 GHz -14 GHz, because this is the range of our measurement setup and it contains the UWB range. To compute the bandwidth, the level of -10 dB was considered. Fig. 4 illustrates the frequency responses of the transmission coefficient for the three structures individuals. The frequency response of the FSS 1, which uses the geometry shown in Fig. 2(b) , exhibited four resonance bands with resonance frequencies. The FSS 2 uses a conventional rectangular patch as unit cell element as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In this case, a unique resonance band occurs. The frequency response of the FSS 3, which uses the geometry shown in Fig. 2(c) , exhibited two resonance bands. These resonance bands are listed in Table I . The idea is to cascade the three FSS, combining the resonance bands of each structure, to obtain a UWB response. [10] . A photograph of the front view setup measurement is shown in Fig. 5 . The support which the FSS are fixed is circulated by absorbers to avoid diffraction at the edges. We used spacers of Teflon with 5 mm of height. Two spacers were used between each FSS. Fig. 7 shows a photograph of the fabricated FSS and the Teflon spacers. Based on the above analysis, a cascaded FSS structure is simulated using Ansoft Designer software and the corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. 11 . The transmission coefficient curves of To demonstrate the accuracy of simulation results, experiment sample is fabricated. The measured results about transmission curves for both polarizations are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . In Fig. 12 we have a comparison between numerical and measured results for a three layer FSS cascading FSS1, FSS2 and FSS3. The simulated frequency response of the three overlapped FSS exhibit a bandwidth of 10.12 GHz (4.00 GHz -14.12 GHz). We can note that exist a difference of amplitude from 5 GHz to 11 GHz. However, we are interested in the -10 dB level and, bellow of this reference level, these differences are not relevant. A vertical polarization was considered in these results.
In Fig. 13 we done the comparison made in Fig. 12 , but in this case, we consider a horizontal polarization. The simulated frequency response of the three overlapped FSS exhibit a bandwidth of 9.95 GHz (5.05 GHz -15.00 GHz). Those results show that the structure can be used in UWB applications once that this technology has a bandwidth of 7.5 GHz (3.10 GHz -10.60 GHz) [11] . IV. CONCLUSIONS This paper presented a new proposal for the design of a FSS bandstop filter with ultrawideband behavior. The structure was designed using three FSS layers with rectangular patch and rectangular patch with notches printed on a fiberglass dielectric substrate. A numerical analysis of transmission properties of the designed individuals FSS was performed through simulations using Ansoft DesignerTM commercial software. A numerical analysis of transmission properties of the designed UWB FSS was performed. The proposed FSS proves to be a potential candidate for UWB applications.
